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A B S T R A C T

Adequately selecting variable names is a difficult activity for practitioners. In 2018, Jaffe et al.
proposed the use of statistical machine translation (SMT) to suggest descriptive variable names for
decompiled code. A large corpus of decompiled C code was used to train the SMT model. Our paper
presents the results of a partial replication of Jaffe’s experiment. We apply the same technique and
methodology to a dataset made of code written in the Pharo programming language. We selected Pharo
since its syntax is simple - it fits on half of a postcard - and because the optimizations performed by
the compiler are limited to method scope. Our results indicate that SMT may recover between 8.9%
and 69.88% of the variable names depending on the training set. Our replication concludes that: (i)
the accuracy depends on the code similarity between the training and testing sets; (ii) the simplicity of
the Pharo syntax and the satisfactory decompiled code alignment have a positive impact on predicting
variable names; and (iii) a relatively small code corpus is sufficient to train the SMT model, which
shows the applicability of the approach to less popular programming languages. Additionally, to assess
SMT’s potential in improving original variable names, ten Pharo developers reviewed 400 SMT name
suggestions, with four reviews per variable. Only 15 suggestions (3.75%) were unanimously viewed
as improvements, while 45 (11.25%) were perceived as improvements by at least two reviewers,
highlighting SMT’s limitations in providing suitable alternatives.

1. Introduction
Variable names play an important role in many ac-

tivities in software engineering, in particular, source code
understanding, one of the main activities in software en-
gineering [26, 28, 35]. It has been shown that descriptive
variable names reduce the effort of practitioners in reading
and comprehending source code [1, 27]. For this reason,
many software companies introduce some code standards
to improve code quality, including variable names [9, 16,
19, 32]. However, there are some situations where variable
names are not available. For example, when an executable
program is provided by a third party without the program’s
original source code.

Decompilers are tools designed to help practitioners
recover source code from an executable or compiled pro-
gram [7, 13]. These tools are used by reverse engineers who
need to read and understand the behavior of a program from
an executable, for example, to discover software vulnerabil-
ities, analyze malware, or maintain a legacy program where
the source code is not available [8, 18, 45, 42, 44, 43].
However, for many programming languages, decompilers
are unable to recover variable names mainly because these
names are lost during the compilation process [14, 30, 39].
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Statistical Machine Translation Approach. Statistical ma-
chine translation (SMT) was originally designed to automat-
ically map sentences from one human language to another. It
uses a model trained with a parallel corpus, which is a set of
previously translated source-target sentence pairs. In 2018,
Jaffe et al. [22] proposed the use of the statistical machine
translation (SMT) technique to suggest descriptive variable
names for decompiled code, where an SMT model uses the
original source code as the training set and its decompiled
version as the translation. Jaffe et al.’s study presents an
evaluation using a large corpus of decompiled C code. The
technique was able to recover 2.9% to 37.1% of the original
variable names, depending on the alignment algorithm and
the strategy used to build the parallel corpus. In addition,
the accuracy of this approach depends on different factors,
including: (i) the syntax and grammar characteristics of the
C programming language, (ii) the aggressive optimizations
performed by the C compiler, which make the original
source code and its decompiled version considerably differ-
ent, and (iii) the size of the parallel corpora used for train-
ing. The study has also proposed some variable renaming
strategies that, when applied to the decompiled code version,
improve the accuracy of the technique, reaching 37.1% as the
upper bound. Most of these renaming strategies make use of
type information.
The Pharo Case. Differing from C programming language,
Pharo offers a smaller grammar. The language essentially
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offers message-sending as a unique way to express compu-
tation. All computations are carried out by objects sending
messages to each other. As such, the grammar of Pharo is
extremely simple and consists of a few rules that express
this notion of sending messages. The complete syntax of
Pharo follows the one of Smalltalk and fits on half of a
postcard [6, 20]. In addition, the Pharo compiler performs
fewer optimizations compared to C. The Pharo bytecode
compiler is comparable to the one of Java or Python and, as
such, is a representative example of a bytecode compiler [5].
Another important difference is that Pharo is a dynamically
typed language, and therefore the code does not provide type
information.
Replication Study. To gain a deeper understanding of how

specific variations affect the accuracy of Statistical Machine
Translation (SMT), we conducted a partial replication study
based on the approach originally proposed by Jaffe et al. [22].
In this paper, we present our replication study of Jaffe et al.’s
work, in which we applied statistical machine translation
techniques to recover variable names from decompiled code
written in the Pharo programming language. In their original
work, Jaffe et al.’s study [22] focused on evaluating various
strategies for constructing a training parallel corpus and
aligning suggested variable names with the corresponding
source code. In our study, we did not replicate all aspects
of their original work. Instead, we narrowed our focus to
adapting the strategies that demonstrated the most promising
results in building the parallel corpus for the Pharo program-
ming language. Furthermore, we implemented the alignment
strategy that yielded the best results in their previous re-
search. In our study, we address two research questions:

• RQ1- How well does SMT recover original variable
names for Pharo decompiled code? We are interested
in replicating the Jaffe et al. study, to evaluate how the
particularities of Pharo affect the accuracy of variable
name recovery from decompiled code.

• RQ2- How useful is SMT in improving the original
variable names? This question is about whether the
suggested variable names may help developers im-
prove the original names.

Evaluation Setups. We evaluate the accuracy of the SMT
approach with 10 Pharo projects using three different setups:
(A) all-but-one, which represents a real-world scenario,
where we train and tune an SMT model using 9 Pharo
projects and recover the variable names of a decompiled
version of one project not used in the training/tuning phase;
(B) all-as-one, similar to Jaffe et al.’s study, we combine the
code of 10 Pharo projects as one dataset and use 80% for
training, 10% for tuning and the decompiled version of the
remaining 10% for testing; finally, (C) one-by-one, where we
train, tune, and test an SMT model with only one project at
a time using 80%, 10%, and 10%, respectively. Additionally,
in an effort to determine the suitability of suggested variable
names compared to the original names, ten Pharo developers

reviewed a sample of 400 name suggestions, with each
variable name being evaluated by four reviewers.
Findings. Our replication study reveals several facts on

the use of SMT to recover variable names from Pharo’s
decompiled code.

• The variable names suggested by an SMT model
trained with different projects than the one under test
(all-but-one) provide only between 8.9% and 20.89%
of variable names similar to the original code.

• Using a setup similar to Jaffe et al. (all-as-one), an
SMT model achieves an accuracy of 40.35%. This
result is comparable to the previous work, except for
the differences between Pharo and C, in particular, the
lack of type information, the syntax, and the structure
of the decompiled code.

• By training, tuning, and testing an SMT with only
one project (one-by-one), SMT provides between 23.
97% and 69.88% variable names are similar to the
original source code, depending on the project. Only
one project has an accuracy of 23. 97%, the other nine
projects have an accuracy greater than 60%.

• After reviewing a sample of 400 variable name sug-
gestions, we found that 45 suggestions (11. 25%) were
considered improvements by at least two reviewers,
and only 15 (3.75%) by all four reviewers. However,
for 44 (11%) of the variables, there was no clear
preference, indicating that while there is room for im-
provement in the name suggested, the SMT approach
did not provide a suitable alternative.

Outline. Section 2 highlights the syntax differences between
Pharo and C. Section 3 details how we implement an SMT
approach for Pharo. Section 4 describes the methodology
we use to answer our two research questions. Section 5
summarizes our results. Section 7 provides an overview of
related work. Section 8 concludes and sketches our future
work.

2. Pharo Overview
As we mentioned in the previous section, SMT was

used to suggest variable names for C decompiled code [22].
This article performs a partial replication of Jaffe’s work to
generate variable names using the statistical machine trans-
lation (SMT) approach, but with Pharo as the programming
language under study.
Message-send syntax. The Pharo programming language

is a pure object-oriented programming language, and com-
pared to C, C++, or JavaScript there are no operators or con-
trol structures: all computations are expressed using objects
and messages [6]. In particular, the syntax considers three
types of messages: unary, binary, and keyword messages. We
show some examples in Figure 1. Since everything in Pharo
is an object, traditional operations like sqrt or + are methods,
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3 sqrt                                     
Float pi                                   
true not

2 + 3                                     
2 <= 3                                   
4 * 5

a max: b.                              
dict at: index put: value.         
collection add: element.                        
condition ifTrue [ ... ] ifFalse:[ ... ]. 
numbers select:[:each | each isEven. ]. 

Unary 
Messages

Keyword 
Messages

Binary 
Messages

Figure 1: Pharo message examples.

and primitive values are instances of a class. For instance,
2 and false are instances of the class Integer and False

respectively. Keyword messages contain multiple keywords,
each ending with a colon, and the arguments are between the
keywords. For example, dict at: index put: value sends a
message at:put: to the object receiver dict, where index and
value are arguments.
Conditionals and loops. Another particularity of Pharo is

that iterations are expressed in terms of sending messages.
Consider the following iterator (many of the loops in Pharo
are iterators acting as high-order functions) as an example:

numbers select: [ :each | each isEven ]

This expression is composed of a message send select:, and
the argument is an instance of the BlockClosure class. This
expression returns the list of even numbers. In the same way,
Pharo conditional structures are also messages. Here, the
ifTrue:ifFalse: message takes two closures as arguments.
For example:

condition ifTrue: [ ... ] ifFalse:[ ... ]

Therefore, depending on the object receiver (the condition)
only one block closure will be executed.
Decompiled code. Pharo has a live programming envi-

ronment where each method is compiled individually. The
names of the messages sent within the method and the
names of the instance variables are preserved in the bytecode
generated from the compilation. However, the names of
the temporary variables are lost during this process, as is
the case with decompilation in most other programming
languages. Figure 2 shows the original source code of a
method and its decompiled version.

3. Statistical Machine Translation Approach
Statistical Machine Translation (SMT) is a technique

normally used to translate text from one language to another.
SMT operates by building a statistical model from a bilin-
gual text corpora. In our case, we apply SMT to translate

announce: anEvent
  "Send an event"
  | theEventToSend |
  announcer ifNil: [ ^ self ].
  theEventToSend := anEvent value asAnnouncement.
  theEventToSend canvas: self.
  announcer announce: theEventToSend.

announce: arg1
  
  | tmp1 |
  announcer ifNil: [ ^ self ].
  tmp1 := arg1 value asAnnouncement.
  tmp1 canvas: self.
  announcer announce: tmp1.

Decompiled Code

Original Source Code

Figure 2: Example of a decompiled method in Pharo.

decompiled code to code with variable names. Similarly to
previous work, we use MOSES1, an open-source statistical
machine translation system [24].

To use MOSES, we first need to train a model with a
dataset of already translated texts. This data set is called a
parallel corpus. In our case, we train an SMT model using a
set of methods using both the original source code and the
decompiled code. However, since the SMT techniques were
originally designed to translate plain text, we need to take a
number of intermediate steps to use them in source code to
i) train an SMT model, and ii) translate a decompiled code.
The following subsections describe each of these steps.

3.1. Training an SMT model
MOSES needs a parallel corpus to train a model. Such a

corpus needs to be provided line by line. This means that we
need to provide a line of source code with its corresponding
translation. For each method in the system, we take the
original method source code and the decompiled code of the
associated binary. Figure 3 shows the steps that we follow to
build a parallel corpus. The remainder of this section details
a number of these steps.
Variable renaming. Consider the method in Figure 2. Pharo
decompilation assigns names to arguments and temporary
variables using a prefix and an index (e.g. arg1, tmp1). These
names may not benefit MOSES because the name of the
variable is bound to the position of the argument [22]. For
instance, consider the expression tmp1 canvas: self, where
the original name of the variable tmp1 is theEventToSend.
However, there is no relationship between the word tmp with
the original variable name and even less to the position
in which the temporary variable was declared. In addition,
there may be more temporary variables, and the name of this
variable could have another number. For this reason, Jaffe
et al. [22] proposes a number of strategies to rename the
arguments using some context information, such as the type
of the variable. However, in the case of Pharo, variable type
cannot be used because Pharo is dynamically typed and, as
such, Pharo does not have static type information. Therefore,

1http://www.statmt.org/moses
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Method
Source Code

Compiled
Method

Decompiled
Method Code

with Canonical 
Variable Names

Decompiled
Method Code

Source Code
without 

Comments

Parallel
Line Aligned

Training Corpus

line 
alignment

decompile

variable
renaming

compile

remove
comments

Figure 3: Training Corpus Generation.

we use a simple canonicalization strategy and rename all
the arguments and temporary variables with v as a canonical
name. Figure 4 shows the method announce: (from Figure 2)
after the variable renaming.

announce: v                                     
| v | 

 announcer ifNil: [ ^ self ].
 v := v value asAnnouncement.
 v canvas: self.
 announcer announce: v.

Variable Renaming

Figure 4: Method announce: after variable renaming.

Although there may be alternatives to the renaming of
the generic decompiled variables, our results show that our
simple canonicalization strategy presents good results.
Line Alignment. Decompiled source code does not nec-

essarily have the same abstract syntax tree as the original
source code. This is because the compiler and/or decom-
piler may perform a number of code transformations and
optimizations. For example, consider the method in Figure
5. The decompiled addShape:before: method presents an
abstract syntax tree that is different from the original source
code. In this particular case, the original method code in-
vokes two methods (remove: and add:before) in two different
statements. But the decompiled code performs these two
method calls in only one statement. In Pharo, this is known
as cascade messages.

This fact makes it difficult to match the last two original
lines with their translation (the decompiled code). In an ideal
scenario, both the decompiled and the original code should
match line by line, and each line must have the same number

of keywords with the only difference that the keywords that
correspond to variables are different.

addShape:aShape before:otherShape 

aShape addedIn: self.
shapes remove: aShape .
shapes add: aShape before: otherShape. 

addShape:arg1 before:arg2

arg1 addedIn: self.                                  
shapes_remove:arg1;                                                                       
.        add: arg1 before: arg2. 

Original Source Code

Decompiled Code

Figure 5: Example of unaligned decompiled method code.

After analyzing the ten projects in our dataset (Table 1).
We found that about 20% of the decompiled methods have
an AST that does not match the AST of the original source
code due to the code transformations performed by the
compiler. Therefore, their decompiled code is not properly
aligned to build the MOSES model, which is trained line by
line. To address this situation, we simply take the original
method and manually rename the temporary variables and
arguments to v. That is basically their decompiled version of
the method without any code transformations. This is only
possible because we have the original code in the training
phase.

3.2. Translating Decompiled Code
Once we train and tune MOSES with the parallel aligned

corpus, we evaluate how well MOSES translates the decom-
piled code to a code with variable names. Figure 6 shows
an overview of the steps our approach takes to obtain the
translation from the decompiled code.

variable
mapping

Decompiled
Method Code

with Canonical 
Variable Names

SMT
Moses

Translated Code 
with Variable 

Names

sending
line by line

line 
processing

Figure 6: Translating Decompiled Code.

The input of the approach is a decompiled code, and
the first step is to rename all the arguments and temporary
variable names to a canonical name selected in the previous
section v, because the MOSES model was trained using these
variable names.

After the variable renaming, the decompiled code is sent
to MOSES line by line. MOSES processes each line and
returns a new line with a number of changes (the translation).
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arg1 addedIn: self.
shapes remove: arg1.
shapes add: arg1 before: arg2. 

v addedIn: self.
shapes remove: v.       
shapes add: v before: v. 

shape addedIn: self.
shapes remove: aShape.
shapes add: aBox before: aShape. 

Decompiled Version

Canonical Version

MOSES Translation

Figure 7: Example of a decompiled code, its canonical version,
and its MOSES translation.

Ideally, after processing each line, MOSES should provide
the same name for each variable across the lines. However,
this may not be the case. For example, consider Figure 7,
which shows a decompiled code example and its translation.

Note that the variable shapes conserves its name be-
cause in Pharo, instance variable names are preserved during
compilation. arg2 has been renamed to aShape. However,
in this translated code example, we have three different
variable names (shape, aShape, aBox) that correspond to
the variable arg1. This happens because MOSES translates
each line independently and is not aware that there is a
relation between the lines. To address this issue, similar to
previous work, once we translate all the lines, we collect
all the possible names for a given variable. This process is
done by mapping the translated code with the decompiled
code and contrasting if MOSES assigns different names to
the same variable between lines. In case a variable has more
than one suggestion, we create a code version of the method
with each of the name suggestions. Then we use MOSES
to evaluate how good the name is according to its trained
model. For this, we send each code version to MOSES and
it returns a value that represents the match probability. Once
we process all versions, we select the name suggestion with
the highest probability.

Another assumption is that for each line of decompiled
code, MOSES returns a line normally with the same number
of keywords in it, and they map perfectly with the decom-
piled code line except for the variable names that were
replaced by the suggested names. However, there are cases
where MOSES adds an additional keyword to the output line
that does not necessarily match a variable name. This may
happen, for instance, when the translation of a word is two
words or more. When this happens, it is not trivial to map
the words in the output with the variable names. Although
there are few cases of this situation, we treat this issue
as an instance of the sequence alignment problem, which
aims at finding the similarity of two ordered sequences.
The sequence alignment problem is commonly used to align
multiple RNA or DNA sequences that may have gaps or
extra subsequences and to score the alignment between both.
But in our case, we may have gaps or additional keywords
in the translated code. To address this, we implement the

Table 1
Projects under study (# Variables = Instance Variables,
Arguments, and temporary Variables)

Project #Methods #Variables Size(Kb)

Calypso 4,394 10,453 561.2

Fuel 846 3,629 140.9

Glamour 4,201 15,675 655.7

GT 1,773 5,544 254.1

Iceberg 3,859 6,883 367.3

Kernel 6,354 25,115 1080.9

Metacello 3,589 16,230 758.7

Morphic 8,795 31,168 1293.7

Seaside 6,039 18,441 1061.8

Spec2 6,245 13,967 640.5

TOTAL 46,095 147,006 6,814.8

Needleman-Wunsch algorithm, which has shown the best
results in previous work [22, 31]. It finds the optimal align-
ment more quantitatively by giving scores for matches and
mismatches between elements in both sequences. It uses
dynamic programming to find the alignment with the highest
score.

4. Methodology
This section details the methodology we designed to

address the two research questions formulated in Section 1.

4.1. Projects under study
We used a dataset composed of 10 Pharo projects, each

containing more than 150K variables. These projects are
frequently used by the Pharo community. Table 1 gives the
names of these projects, their number of methods, their
number of variables, and their weight in kilobytes. In con-
trast to the study done in C which uses 402,925 software
projects [22], our dataset is quite small. However, this allows
us to evaluate how effective the technique is with a smaller
dataset.

In the case of Pharo, the compilation process only loses
the names of the arguments and temporary variables. In this
sense, instance variable names remain in the compiled code
and are therefore recovered in the decompiled version. Since
the previous work was done in C, it mostly considers local
and global variables. This is another difference in the dataset
since Pharo is an object-oriented programming language that
also has instance variables.

4.2. Training, Tuning, and Testing
The previous study [22] randomly takes different projects

from GitHub and divides the code compiled into two sets,
one for training and the other for testing. Each compiled
code was randomly assigned to the training, testing, tuning,
or validation set with a probability of 94%, 3%, 0.5%, and
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2.5%, respectively. They reserve a validation set to manually
test their heuristics and alignment algorithms.

Since our data set is small compared to the previous
study, we evaluate the SMT approach under three setups:

• Setup A: all but one – In this setup, we train 10 SMT
models. Each model was trained and tuned using 9
projects from our basket of 10 projects and tested
with the remaining one. For instance, to evaluate the
approach in the Calypso project, we train an SMT
model with all projects, except Calypso itself. This
configuration represents a real usage scenario where
we have the source code of different projects, and we
want to recover the variable names of a decompiled
code for which we do not have the original source
code.

• Setup B: all as one – We prepare a global SMT model
using the code from all projects as a global dataset.
This setup is similar to the way SMT was evaluated in
previous work, in which a sample of code files from
different projects was taken and randomly selected
the files from which the model is trained, tuned, and
tested. We train our SMT model using 80% for training
and 10% for tuning. Then, we evaluate the global
model with the remaining 10%.

• Setup C: one by one – In this setup, we prepared an
individual SMT model using the code of each project,
respectively. This configuration mainly analyzes how
SMT can help us improve the variable names of a new
piece of code with a model trained with the code from
the same project. We train and tune a model with 80%
and 10% of each project. Then, we evaluate the model
with the remaining 10% of the same project.

4.3. Variable Name Similarity
To answer our first research question, we use the SMT

approach to recover a number of variable names from a
corpus of Pharo decompiled code. For each method under
evaluation, we send to MOSES their decompiled code ver-
sions, then we statically analyze the output to collect the
name suggestions. If one variable has more than one sugges-
tion, we select the suggestion that has a higher probability
according to the trained model. Finally, we compare the
suggested variable names with the original source code and
count how many of the suggested names are similar to the
original variable name.

We consider the following criteria to determine whether
the two names are similar or not.

• Equal – when the suggested name is identical to the
original name.

• Prefix – when a suggested name is a prefix of the
original name and at least half as long. For example,
projectReference - projectReferenceSpec.

• Prefix plus Number – when the only difference be-
tween the suggested name and the original name is

a number at the end of one of them. For example,
aCommand1 - aCommand2.

• Contains – when the suggested name is contained in
the original name, or vice versa. And the contained
name is at least half as long. For instance, selector -
aSelector, integer - anInteger.

The first three criteria are the same as those used in the
previous work. We add the last criterion (Contains Half) to
consider special variable name cases particular to the Pharo
programming language (i.e. item and anItem). It is idiomatic
in Pharo to add a and an to an argument. In case two variable
names match one of these criteria, we consider them similar.
In addition, we manually reviewed all suggested names and
original names to verify that we did not miss any potential
matches. This step was carried out by two of the authors of
this paper. For instance, aLGitCommit and aGitCommit do not
meet any of the previous rules and are therefore not con-
sidered similar, despite their high similarity to the original
name. We use these similarity criteria to evaluate the output
of the three set-ups to answer our research questions.

4.4. Assessing Original Variable Names
To address our second research question, we manually

analyze a sample of our dataset due to the large number of
variables it contains. We evaluate both the original variable
name and the one recommended by the SMT to determine
whether the suggestion enhances the readability and com-
prehensibility of the source code. This experiment is based
on the suggestions of variables obtained through Setup C,
which involves training and fine-tuning a model using the
same project. This configuration replicates a scenario in
which developers might train a model using their existing
code project and leverage the model to propose variable
names for their future code.

The process begins with the random selection of a sam-
ple of variables from the dataset. The data set used to test the
model comprises 4,756 variables. After our initial analysis,
we found that the model suggests a total of 2,848 variable
names that are similar to the original. Consequently, there
are 1,908 different name suggestions. Therefore, we focus
on analyzing the suggestions that are different from the
original. Since we did not have prior information on the
distribution, we used random sampling without replacement
to extract a representative sample from the population of
variables [40]. We determine the sample size (n) using the
following formula:

𝑛 =
𝑁 ⋅ �̂�𝑞(𝑍𝛼∕2)2

(𝑁 − 1)𝐸2 + �̂�𝑞(𝑍𝛼∕2)2

Since we had no prior information about the distribution,
we used a value of 0.50 for �̂� and 𝑞, as recommended in
the literature [40, 2]. We use a standard confidence level of
95% and an error margin of 5%. The size of the population
is 𝑁 = 1, 908, as we aim to analyze only the variables
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for which SMT provides a different name suggestion. Using
the formula above, we obtained a minimum sample size of
𝑛 = 320. We decided to round the sample size up to 400 for
practicality in the review process.

The suggested variable names were evaluated by two
groups: 𝐺1, which includes five of the authors, and 𝐺2, made
up of five independent Pharo developers. We separated the
participants into two groups to differentiate between those
who were part of the tool’s development, who might have a
bias toward or against a variable due to their familiarity with
the approach, and Pharo developers who are unaware of the
approach’s workings. Each group independently reviewed a
sample of 400 variables. Each variable underwent a separate
examination by two participants of the same group (called
“reviewers” hereafter). Consequently, each variable was ex-
amined by four reviewers in total, two from 𝐺1 and two from
𝐺2.

For each variable, the source code containing the vari-
able, with the name of the variable under analysis obfus-
cated, was presented along with two name options for the
variable. This gave context to the participant to decide on
the potential name for the analyzed variable. Note that only
one variable was obfuscated at a time, as our goal was to
address research question 2. This question aims to assist
developers in improving the original variable names. The
reviewers were required to select one of the two variable
names without knowing which one was the original name
and which was the suggestion, to avoid any bias towards
either choice. They also had the option to choose “None of
Them” in case the reviewer disagreed with both names.

While previous research papers have consistently em-
phasized the importance of “meaningful identifiers”, there
is not a clear definition for what constitutes a “meaningful”
variable name [4, 15, 21, 34, 36]. From the standpoint of
software developers, the main goal is to guarantee that the
source code remains comprehensible. To evaluate the vari-
able names, the reviewers initially examined the correlation
between the variable name and the value that it holds. Sub-
sequently, they analyze whether the variable names under
consideration, both the original and the suggested ones,
contribute to the readability and comprehensibility of the
source code.

After the reviewers completed their analysis of the vari-
ables, we compiled their agreements and disagreements. In
cases of disagreement, the reviewers must collaborate to
reach a consensus and arrive at a final decision between the
selected options. Ultimately, we record the following statis-
tics: the number of times the original name was preferred,
the number of times the SMT suggestion was favored, and
the number of instances where neither of the names was
selected.

5. Results
This section summarizes our results and provides the

answer to our research questions.

5.1. Recovering variable names (RQ1)
To answer the first research questions we train, tune, and

test an SMT model under the three previously mentioned
setups.
Setup A: All but one. We recover the variable names for

each project using an SMT trained and tuned with all the
projects but the one under test. Table 2 shows the results
for each project. Overall SMT identifies 12.63% of variables
similar to the original ones. Depending on the project, the
results range from 8.9 % to 20.89 %. In particular, the Iceberg

project had the best results, and Metacello had the worst
results. Note that the setup all but one is different from the
one used in the previous study, but represents a real-life
scenario.

Finding 1. The suggested variable names by an SMT
trained with different projects than the one under anal-
ysis only provide between 8.9 % and 20.89 % variable
names similar to the original code.

Setup B: All as one. We tested, trained, and tuned the
model by taking the ten projects under study as one data set.
Similarly to the Jaffe et al. work [22], we take the source code
of all projects and divide them into three subsets: training,
tuning, and testing. But, in this case, we use 80% for training,
10% for tuning, and 10% for testing. Table 3 details how
many variable names recovered by the SMT are similar to
the original ones. In general, the trained model was able to
recover 40.05% of names that are similar to the original.
Note that in contrast to setup A, the training set was selected
from a basket that contains the source code of all projects,
and therefore the SMT was trained with code portions of all
projects. This shows that precision increases if the training
corpus shares similarities with the code under tests, for
instance, the similar keywords used. For this reason, setup
B provides better results than setup A, where the training set
does not have any relation to the code under test.

This fact is also shown in Jaffe et al.’s study [22], where
they explore ways to improve precision, for instance, by
adding an older code version of the project under analysis
to the training set. This additional information increases
the precision of their approach between 26.5% and 37.1%.
Previous work also improves the accuracy of the approach
by providing variable renaming strategies that are applied
to the decompiled code before training and testing. Most of
these strategies use the variable’s type. In the case of Pharo,
we obtain better results besides we use a simple canonical
renaming strategy due to the lack of type information.

Other factors that could help to achieve higher accu-
racy are the simplicity of the Pharo syntax, the satisfactory
alignment of the decompiled code, and a relatively small
code corpus. As we mentioned earlier, only 20% of the
decompiled code has an AST different from the original
code. This is partly because the decompilation is done from
bytecode and not from the assembly, and the aggressive
optimizations and code transformations are performed in
another layer in the Virtual Machine.
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Table 2
Results using the setup A - all but one

Project #var Similar Variable Names (RQ1)

equals prefix prefix + num contains total %

Calypso 3,370 419 5 30 20 474 14.07%

Fuel 923 85 8 4 10 107 11.59%

Glamour 4,453 549 11 73 37 670 15.05%

GT 1,621 225 1 18 20 264 16.29%

Iceberg 2,446 468 10 21 12 511 20.89%

Kernel 7,448 466 29 71 126 692 9.29%

Metacello 4,527 367 5 19 12 403 8.90%

Morphic 10,351 980 35 214 49 1278 12.35%

Seaside 5,112 474 10 62 24 570 11.15%

Spec2 4,844 614 22 50 41 727 15.01%

Total 45,095 4,647 136 562 351 5,696 12.63%

Table 3
Result using the setup B - all as one

Project #vars Similar Variable Names (RQ1)

equals prefix prefix+num contains manual total % similar
Calypso 342 144 2 12 3 17 178 52.05%

Fuel 112 43 3 1 5 4 56 50.00%

Glamour 438 189 0 15 11 16 231 52.74%

GT 196 64 1 14 2 5 86 43.88%

Iceberg 268 92 3 12 0 17 124 46.27%

Kernel 811 236 5 12 11 49 313 38.59%

Metacello 420 102 1 10 6 8 127 30.24%

Morphic 1,105 315 3 21 14 32 385 34.84%

Seaside 535 162 2 18 7 10 199 37.20%

Spec2 529 165 0 19 11 11 206 38.94%

Total 4,756 1,512 20 134 70 169 1,905 40.05%

Finding 2. Using a setup similar to Jaffe et al. (all-as-
one), an SMT model achieves an accuracy of 40.05%.
This result is comparable to the previous work, apart
from the differences between Pharo and C, in partic-
ular the lack of type information, the syntax, and the
structure of the decompiled code.

Setup C: one but one. SMT model has better results using
setup C, ranging from 23.97 to 69.88 depending on the
project. Remember that this setup uses a particular model for
each project training with part of its source code. Therefore,
there is a greater similarity between the training and testing
set, since the code most likely uses the same variable names
and method names since the testing set belongs to the same
project. This fact is known as overfitting [17].

browser := GLMTabulator new.
browser column: #one.
browser transmit
    to: #one;
    andShow: [:a |  a accordionArrangement.
        a title: 'title'.
        a list.
        a text ].
window := browser openOn: 42.

Figure 8: Glamour syntax convention example

Table 4 presents the results for Setup C, where Glamour,
a framework designed for creating browsers and defining
navigation flows between components, scored the lowest
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Table 4
Result using the setup C - one as one

Project #vars Similar Variable Names (RQ1)

equals prefix prefix+num contains manual total % similar

Calypso 342 200 2 14 5 18 239 69.88%

Fuel 112 62 1 1 3 5 72 64.29%

Glamour 438 73 0 8 11 13 105 23.97%

GT 196 98 0 12 7 5 122 62.24%

Iceberg 268 120 0 12 3 16 151 56.34%

Kernel 811 374 6 17 17 46 460 56.72%

Metacello 420 244 2 11 10 26 293 69.76%

Morphic 1,105 592 9 31 25 67 724 65.52%

Seaside 535 281 1 23 4 13 322 60.19%

Spec2 529 301 4 25 15 15 360 68.05%

Total 4,756 2,345 25 154 100 224 2,848 59.88%

Table 5
Inter-Agreement Results. The rows show the categorization by
the first reviewer, while the columns display the categorization
by the second reviewer.

Group 𝐺1 O
rig

in
al

Su
gg

es
te

d
N

on
e

Original 213 23 21
Suggested 22 16 5

None 57 14 29

Group 𝐺2 O
rig

in
al

Su
gg

es
te

d
N

on
e

Original 203 26 36
Suggested 31 19 9

None 41 13 22

in the dataset. Glamour has a declarative syntax and a
distinctive naming convention for its variables. For example,
let us look at the Glamour code snippet in Figure 8, which
is used to create a browser. In Glamour, is common to chain
multiple messages on the same object. It is also common
to pass method names as arguments and utilize reflection
mechanisms for browser construction. Moreover, variable
names within block closures are typically denoted by the
letter “a”. This particular convention is embraced in Glam-
our to improve code readability during browser construction.
These distinct characteristics contribute to the lower score of
the project. This suggests a future extension of this work by
considering domain-specific variable name heuristics.

Finding 3. By training, tuning, and testing an SMT
only using one project, the SMT provides between
23.97% and 69.88% of variable names similar to the
original source code, depending on the project. Only
one project has an accuracy of 23.97%, and the other
7 projects have an accuracy greater than 60%.

5.2. Assessing original variable names (RQ2)
To address the second research question, we conducted a

manual review of 400 variables, analyzing both the original
variable names and the suggestions provided by SMT. For
this process, two distinct groups were formed, each inde-
pendently assessing the same set of 400 variables. Within
each group, two reviewers analyzed each variable, ensuring
a thorough evaluation. The distribution of preferences for
each pair of reviewers is presented in Table 5. The Kappa
interagreement scores are 0.264 and 0.206, indicating a fair
and slight level of agreement, respectively.

As shown in Table 5, both reviewers in 𝐺1 favored the
original variable name 213 times, while those in 𝐺2 pre-
ferred the original variable names 203 times. The suggested
variable names were chosen 16 and 19 times, respectively, in
each group. Surprisingly, for 29 and 22 of the 400 variables,
neither group of reviewers found the original name or the
suggestion suitable as a variable name. This discovery indi-
cates that within the source code, there are original variable
names that could benefit from further refinement.

After conducting the first round of analysis, the review-
ers in both groups thoroughly examined the disagreements
and arrived at a final decision. Group 𝐺1 favored the sug-
gested name for 25 of the 400 variables (6.25%). In contrast,
group 𝐺2 favored the suggested names for 35 of the 400
variables (10.25%). 𝐺2 favored 10 variables more than 𝐺1,
and both groups agreed on 15 variables, resulting in a total
of 45 suggested names that were favored by at least one
group. This observation suggests that the reviewers found
these suggestions more appropriate than the original names
in terms of readability and comprehensibility. Table 6 shows
the 45 instances where suggestions were preferred during
manual analysis.

We made a manual comparison of the original and
suggested names for each of these 45 cases. It should be
noted that in 16 out of the 45 variables, the original name
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Table 6
Potential improvement name suggestions for the original vari-
able name.

# Original Suggested 𝐺1 𝐺2

1 globalName globalKey ✓ ✓
2 m aMorph ✓ ✓
3 anObject anIntegerOrString ✓ ✓
4 anObject aVersion ✓ ✓
5 actual html ✓ ✓
6 s stream ✓ ✓
7 i index ✓ ✓
8 anObject aPosition ✓ ✓
9 new each ✓ ✓
10 each method ✓ ✓
11 result materializedInstance ✓ ✓
12 anObject aColor ✓ ✓
13 e each ✓ ✓
14 sender each ✓ ✓
15 aNumber key ✓ ✓
16 event item ✓
17 byteShift start ✓
18 each action ✓
19 each item ✓
20 pair assoc ✓
21 result allItems ✓
22 anObject aCollection ✓
23 anInteger widthTop ✓
24 aString labelId ✓
25 aString varName ✓
26 aSelector html ✓
27 lines result ✓
28 tenMissing absent ✓
29 fs each ✓
30 mustFit args ✓
31 materialized result ✓
32 mock presenter ✓
33 importSpec prj ✓
34 operation conflict ✓
35 myItem existing ✓
36 anObject aMorph ✓
37 aModel morph ✓
38 mock presenter ✓
39 anObject id ✓
40 aString message ✓
41 allItems stream ✓
42 anObject composite ✓
43 anObject transformation ✓
44 each aSelector ✓
45 e entity ✓

was related to the generic type while the suggestion gave
information about the content of the variable (e.g., anObject

and aVersion). In 6 cases, the suggested name was an extended
version of the original name, which was a one-letter abbrevi-
ation (e.g., e and entity). A similar case occurred in 4 cases in
which the variable used as an iterator had a generic name and
was suggested one more related to the content of the variable
(e.g., each and action). Finally, in 16 cases, the suggested name
was considered to be more appropriate to the context than the
original name (e.g., globalKey and globalName)

Overall, only 3.75% of the cases (15 out of 400) review-
ers in both groups agree that the suggested variable names
contribute more to the readability than the original name.
On the other hand, there were 11% variables in which the
reviewers in both groups disagreed with either the original
or the suggested variable name. This shows that there is still
an important number of variables that could be beneficial for
a variable renaming.

Finding 4. After reviewing a sample of 400 variable
name suggestions, only 3.75% of the suggested vari-
able names were deemed by all reviewers as potential
improvements to the original variable names. And
11.25% of the suggested names were considered as an
improvement by at least two reviewers. Additionally,
for 11% of the variables, neither the original name
nor the suggestion was chosen, indicating that there
are instances where the name of the variables could
be improved, but the SMT approach did not provide a
suitable alternative.

6. Discussion
This section discusses a number of aspects of our ap-

proach that are different from the previous study.
Amount of Training Data. Our study uses a small data

set compared to the previous work. However, in addition
to this, we present a greater percentage of similar variables
than the original source code using the same setup (setup
B). Additionally, we also evaluated training a model with
the code for each project individually, which means that the
training set was even smaller. This last evaluation slightly
increases the precision. One reason may be that, although
Pharo developers follow a common programming style, each
project may have some particularities, for instance, in the
variable names. We also test SMT in a real-world scenario
where we train a model using different projects for which we
have the original source code and then we use the model to
recover the variable names for a project for which we only
have the compiled code. Our experiment shows that SMT
recovers only 12.63% of the variable names.
Alignment. Previous work has shown that using an align-

ment strategy to generate a parallel corpus produces an
SMT model that can recover more variable names than no
alignment at all. One difference between our approach and
previous work is that the Pharo compiler performs a limited
number of code transformations and optimizations com-
pared to C. In addition, the decompilation in Pharo is done
from the generated bytecodes and not from the assembly:
the most aggressive optimizations are performed in another
layer within the Just-in-Time translator (JIT) of the Pharo
Virtual Machine. All this makes the Pharo decompiler able
to produce decompiled code that is close to the original one,
facilitating alignment and variable matching. We do believe
that our SMT model presents better precision due to this fact,
therefore, we argue that the alignment is an important factor.
Canonicalization. Pharo decompiler assigns generic vari-

able names to arguments and temporary variables (e.g. tmp1
or arg1). Previous work argues that these names are merely
placeholders and do not convey any meaningful informa-
tion by themselves. Therefore, they propose a number of
strategies to rename the names of the decompiled variables
to improve the performance of SMT. The one who gave
better results in their original experiment used the type of
variable and the position of the argument. In our case, Pharo
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does not have type information within the source code.
Therefore, we use a simple canonicalization from which we
were able to recover between 8.9% and 69.88% variable
names (depending on the setup). However, we believe that
better renaming strategies may help improve the precision
of the approach.

Keyword-based Message Syntax. One main difference
between the C and Pharo syntaxes is the way methods
are invoked. For instance, consider the Pharo message
canvas addShape: box before: shape. First, since Pharo is
an object-oriented programming language that has an object
receiver at the beginning, the two arguments are separated
by keywords and do not use a comma, as in C. This brings
the Pharo syntax closer to a natural language. Therefore, we
believe that this is another factor that helps achieve greater
precision in the Pharo syntax.
Manual Categorization. One challenge we face in our

manual categorization process is the inherent subjectivity
involved in assessing the names of variables. To reduce
this bias, the manual analysis was performed by ten Pharo
developers, split into two groups: Group 𝐺1, consisting of
five authors, and Group 𝐺2, made up of five independent
Pharo developers. This division was aimed at identifying po-
tential biases, especially since the authors could have biased
opinions on the suggested names due to their comprehensive
understanding of the approach.

Each variable was evaluated by four reviewers, two from
each group. All reviewers were not informed of which names
were originally assigned and which were suggested. The
results, as shown in Tables 5 and 6, showed only minor
differences in the preferences of the two groups after the
initial review round. For example, 𝐺1 preferred the original
names 213 times and 203 times for 𝐺2. After the disagree-
ment session, both groups agreed that 15 name suggestions
were more descriptive than the original variable names. It
should be noted that 45 name suggestions were favored by
at least two reviewers in one group. This small difference
may be attributed to reviewers’ variable name preferences.
However, our results suggest that only a limited number of
variables could benefit from SMT name suggestions.
Code Style and Conventions. Across various setups, we

observed that some projects scored notably lower compared
to the rest of the dataset. For example, this is the case of the
Glamour project in setup C, on which we train and tune a
model with 80% and 10% of the Glamour code, and test with
the remaining 10%. We partially attributed the low score to
the fact that Glamour, along with its methods, exhibits a
distinct coding style and conventions For instance, part of
the methods use builders and fluent interfaces as is shown
in Figure 8. This highlights how even projects in the same
language may influence the accuracy of the approach.

7. Related Work
Decompilation plays an important role in the security

and maintenance of software. Due to its relevance, various
techniques have been proposed to obtain decompiled code

from binaries [12, 23, 37, 38]. However, most existing de-
compilation tools have low accuracy in identifying variables,
functions, or composite structures. Therefore, decompiled
code often has poor readability. For this reason, various
attempts have been made to improve the readability of the
decompiled code [3, 10, 11, 18, 29, 25].

In particular, this paper presents a replication study of
Jaffe et al. which uses SMT to recover the variable names
of C decompiled [22]. Unlike that work, we apply SMT to
Pharo’s decompiled code. Pharo has a different syntax than
C-like languages and does not have type information within
the source code. Our motivation is to test the applicability
and generality of this approach. Another key difference is
that Pharo Smalltalk syntax is that the compiler performs
quite a few code optimizations and transformations; there-
fore, the structure of the decompiled code is most of the
time the same as the original code [5]. This fact is useful
to compare the suggested variable name with the original
name.

Vasilescu et al. presents Autonym, a SMT-based ap-
proach to recover the variable names of the obfuscated
JavaScript variable names [41]. Autonym has a median
precision of 30% but ranges between 10% and 60%. How-
ever, the median and distribution reported in this study are
performed on a file basis. This fact makes a fair comparison
difficult to establish. Jaffe et al. [22] and our study report
a precision measure using all projects at the same time.
Vasilescu et al. also introduces JSNaughty which combines
Autonym and JSNice [41]. JSNice [33] aims to recover mini-
mized variable names using sophisticated static analysis. We
do not contrast our results with JSNaughty, since we focus
on analyzing the effects of the programming language on the
precision with a fully SMT-based approach.

In addition to these works, our study analyzes whether it
is more convenient to have a specific model for each project
than to have a global model. In addition, we evaluated how
well SMT may suggest better variable names than the code
from which it was trained.

8. Conclusion
This study extends the work of Jaffe et al. [22], by eval-

uating the statistical machine translation (SMT) approach to
suggest variable names in decompiled code, using projects
written in the Pharo Programming Language. Our investiga-
tion involved diverse experimental setups across ten Pharo
projects, demonstrating that the model’s ability to accurately
suggest variable names significantly depends on the training
data.

Using a setup similar to that of Jaffe et al. we used all
the code from the ten projects as a data set, where 80% was
used for training, 10% for tuning, and 10% for testing, the
SMT model achieves an accuracy of 40.05%. This result
is comparable to previous work, apart from the differences
between Pharo and C, in particular, the lack of type informa-
tion, syntax, and the structure of the decompiled code. These
findings underline the adaptability of the SMT approach
to the highly reflective nature of Pharo. Our findings also
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show that when the model is trained using the source code
from nine projects and then tested on the remaining project,
it achieves an accuracy between 8.9% and 20.89%. This
highlights that the degree of code similarity between the
training and testing data sets plays an important role in model
performance.

Our analysis further explored the utility of the SMT
approach in assisting developers to refine original variable
names. After analyzing 400 name suggestions with four
reviewers per variable, we found that only 3.75% of the
cases received unanimous approval that the suggested names
were preferred to the original. Furthermore, 11.25% of the
suggestions were considered preferred by at least two re-
viewers. However, for 44 variables (11%), the developers
did not show preference between the original and suggested
names. Future research will investigate various techniques
for variable name suggestion, to provide developers with
more sophisticated tools for code enhancement.
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